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Abstract

Background and Objective: Randomized trials may be designed to provide evidence more strongly related to efficacy or effectiveness
of an intervention. When systematic reviews are used to inform clinical or policy decisions, it is important to know the efficacyeeffective-
ness nature of the included trials. The objective of this study was to develop a tool to characterize randomized trials included in a systematic
review on an efficacyeeffectiveness continuum.

Methods: We extracted rating domains and descriptors from existing tools and used a modified Delphi procedure to condense the do-
mains and develop a new tool. The feasibility and interrater reliability of the tool was tested on trials from four systematic reviews.

Results: The Rating of Included Trials on the EfficacyeEffectiveness Spectrum (RITES) tool rates clinical trials on a five-point Likert
scale in four domains: (1) participant characteristics, (2) trial setting, (3) flexibility of interventions, and (4) clinical relevance of interven-
tions. When RITES was piloted on trials from three reviews by unaffiliated raters, ratings were variable (intraclass correlation coefficient
[ICC] 0.25e0.66 for the four domains); but, when RITES was used on one review by the review authors with expertise on the topic, the
ratings were consistent (ICCs O 0.80.

Conclusion: RITES may help to characterize the efficacyeeffectiveness nature of trials included in systematic reviews. � 2017
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Applicability

1. Introduction

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are often charac-
terized as designed with either a more explanatory or a
more pragmatic approach [1]. RCTs taking an explanatory
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What is new?

Key findings
� We developed Rating of Included Trials on the Ef-

ficacyeEffectiveness Spectrum (RITES), a tool to
rate the evidence from trials included in systematic
reviews along a continuum between maximum ef-
ficacy and maximum effectiveness.

What this adds to what was known?
� Trials are often characterized as designed to pro-

duce information more related to effectiveness or
to efficacy. Decision makers reading systematic re-
views may consider it important to understand
whether the evidence provided by the included tri-
als is information about the efficacy or the effec-
tiveness of an intervention.

� RITES is the first tool systematically designed spe-
cifically for characterizing evidence from
completed trials along an efficacyeeffectiveness
continuum for retrospective use in systematic
reviews.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� We are developing additional guidance on how to

carry out ratings. We are also working on clari-
fying how the ratings can be of practical use to
readers of systematic reviews.

design approach determine whether an intervention pro-
duces the expected result under ideal research circum-
stances and are intended to provide evidence on the
efficacy of an intervention: Does the treatment work in an
optimal setting under standardized conditions? RCTs tak-
ing a pragmatic design approach measure the degree of
beneficial effect under ‘‘real-world’’ clinical conditions
and are intended to provide evidence on the effectiveness
of an intervention: Does the treatment work in the usual
care setting under realistic conditions? The design of RCTs
is generally not either fully explanatory or completely prag-
matic but rather placed along a continuum between the two,
where this continuum may vary for different aspects of the
trial design and conduct. The Pragmatic-Explanatory Con-
tinuum Indicatory Summary (PRECIS, later modified to
PRECIS-2) is a tool which was developed to help designers
of RCTs make decisions regarding 10 trial domains in
accordance with explanatory vs. pragmatic design goals
[2,3]. Similarly, the evidence provided by a trial may be sit-
uated along an efficacyeeffectiveness continuum. We use
the terms explanatory and pragmatic when we address the
trials and their design, and we use the terms efficacy and

effectiveness when we address the evidence provided by
an RCT.

To understand whether an RCT is potentially useful to
inform clinical decision making in usual care (i.e., the setting
and type of care routinely received by patients with the con-
dition), it is important to know if the study provides evidence
about the efficacy or the effectiveness of an intervention. Ev-
idence about efficacy may be obtained from a carefully
controlled experimental comparison (e.g., between an active
drug and a placebo, or in a highly selected [homogenous]
group of participants). Evidence about effectiveness may
be obtained from comparisons between clinically relevant
interventions carried out in settings and participants that
are representative of usual care. In the first scenario, the trials
provide evidence about efficacy, which may provide impor-
tant information on the specific effects of an intervention
when deployed under optimally controlled conditions. In
the second scenario, the trials may be susceptible to some
forms of bias (e.g., information bias, due to difficulty in
blinding the comparison between two clinically relevant in-
terventions), but they provide evidence to inform decision
making in usual care. Understanding whether the trials
included in a systematic review describe the efficacy or the
effectiveness of a treatment will help readers, including cli-
nicians and health policy decision makers, understand
whether the review provides information that is more rele-
vant to the specific actions of the intervention under assess-
ment circumstances or information that may bemore directly
applicable to real-world implementation.

Researchers have previously used PRECIS (or adapta-
tions of PRECIS) to retrospectively characterize ongoing
or completed trials along the efficacyeeffectiveness contin-
uum and thus describe the nature of the reported evidence
[4e9]. However, PRECIS and PRECIS-2 were developed
to inform choices during the trial design phase, rather than
to assess the characteristics of trial evidence retrospectively
from the publication of the trial. They assume detailed famil-
iarity with available design options at the time that the trial is
being designed, and this information may not be available in
the report of a completed trial. In addition, PRECIS-2 as-
sesses nine trial domains which may limit the practicality
for use on the often substantial number of trials included in
a systematic review. A tool for use with systematic reviews
should be short and focused on the essential elements of
the efficacyeeffectiveness spectrum that are likely to be
described in a trial report. We are not aware of any short,
practical tools that have been systematically designed and
validated specifically for characterizing completed trials
along an efficacyeeffectiveness continuum for retrospective
use in systematic reviews [4]. Our aim was therefore to iden-
tify all available tools for evaluating the efficacyeeffective-
ness of trials, to extract the concepts from these tools, and to
develop a short and feasible tool that informs decision
makers reading systematic reviews about whether the evi-
dence provided by the included trials is information about
the efficacy or the effectiveness of an intervention.
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